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Abstract

Located in the mid-latitudes, the Caspian Sea is the largest enclosed basin

in the world. A fully-coupled atmosphere-ocean-wave model of the Caspian

Sea at high resolution (8km) for a period of three years is presented. After

validating each component of the modelling platform, the wave state of the

Caspian Sea is studied. Results show very different wave regimes between

the three different basins, a strong seasonality and an almost swell-free state.

It is shown here that waves modify the horizontal eddy viscosity and vertical

heat diffusion. However, due to a reasonably weak annual wave state, these

effects are restricted to the upper-ocean layer (< 30 m) except during the

most severe events (100 m).

Three main experiments are conducted: 1) the ROMS ocean model forced

by atmospheric reanalysis (CFSR), 2) ROMS coupled with the atmospheric

model WRF and 3) the impact of wave-induced processes. The seasonality of

the Caspian Sea is accurately captured in each experiment which highlights

a rapid warming of the sea surface temperature (SST) in spring while the

mixed layer depths (MLD) become very rapidly shallow (shifting from over
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100 m to 15 m in two months). Contrarily, a gentle cooling of the SST

accompanied with a deepening of the MLD is modelled during autumn and

winter. The results also show a significant improvement of the model skill in

the representation of the dynamics when ROMS is coupled to WRF.

Finally, as ocean surface waves imply feedback at the interface atmosphere-

ocean through the transfer of momentum, mass and heat, we investigate their

potential effects on the Caspian Sea dynamics. Results are mixed and show

a reasonably weak impact of wave-induced processes. While waves have a

negligible effect during the winter as wave-induced mixing is confined to the

MLD, the summer global SST are less accurately modelled due to the en-

hancement of mixing in shallow MLDs. However the SST bias, temperature

at a subsurface location are improved.

Keywords: Fully-coupled atmosphere-ocean-wave model COAWST,

Caspian Sea Dynamics, Wave State, Wave-induced processes, Mixed Layer

Depth, Sea Surface Temperature

1. Introduction1

The Caspian Sea is located in mid-latitudes (from 37 to 47◦N) between2

Russia, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Iran and Turkmenistan, and is the largest3

enclosed body of water in the world extending to around 1000 km (North-4

South) by 600 km at its largest (West-East). While the bathymetry in the5

Northern basin (NCS) is extremely shallow (depth < 25 m), the central6

(CCS) and the Southern basins (SCS) exhibit deep regions where depths7

reach approximately 800 and 1000 m, respectively (Gunduz and Őzsoy, 2014).8

Three main sources of inflows are present: river runoff (79% - 80% of it com-9
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ing from the Volga river), rainfall (20%) and groundwater inflow (1%) (Klige10

and Myagkov, 1992) while outflow is exclusively a result of evaporation. The11

salinity of the Caspian Sea is around a third of that of the oceans.12

From satellite-derived products, Gunduz (2014) provided a description13

of geostrophic currents and highlighted the strong interannual variability of14

the Caspian Sea circulation. The CCS is dominated by a cyclonic gyre in15

the winter which briefly switches to an anti-cyclonic circulation during sum-16

mer while the SCS exhibits a dipole pattern (anticyclonic in the north and17

cyclonic further south). Inertial currents (most energetic form of internal18

waves) in the Caspian Sea have been investigated by Nicholls et al. (2012)19

and shown to be maximum in summer, around twice as great as during the20

winter. As pointed out by Gunduz and Őzsoy (2014), the different basins ex-21

hibit contrasting behaviours in term of dynamics (gyres, temperature, mixed22

layer depth and a strong inter-annual variability) and it is challenging to23

model the complex Caspian Sea dynamics strongly driven by atmospheric24

conditions and river runoff. Nicholls and Toumi (2014) showed the impact of25

the Caspian Sea on atmosphere dynamics (surface air pressure, wind speed26

and precipitation), particularly the over-lake precipitation is attributable to27

the lake effect and they highlighted the significance of the Caspian Sea for28

local and regional climates. During the winter (from mid-November to mid-29

March), sea ice cover develops and extends in the NCS with some strong30

spatial variability from one year to another (Kouraev et al., 2004). Linking31

ice conditions to air temperatures in the NCS, Tamura-Wicks et al. (2015)32

showed critical temperatures required for ice formation and suggested that33

the NCS could be ice-free by 2100. We investigate in the present work the34
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impact of high resolution atmospheric forcing on the dynamic of the Caspian35

Sea.36

Few studies have looked at the wave properties in the Caspian using37

artificial neural network methods, statistical analysis and chaos theory for a38

set of wave gauges (Zamani et al., 2009; Zamani and Badri, 2015; Zounemat-39

Kermani and Kisi, 2015). Golshani et al. (2007) produced a wave climate40

atlas and an extreme value analysis for the Caspian Sea with a main focus on41

the SCS based on eleven years of wave simulation; as highlighted in Figure42

11 of Zounemat-Kermani and Kisi (2015), severe wave events can occur.43

Ocean waves influence a wide range of processes (such as the alteration44

of surface roughness, generation of turbulence, modification of heat fluxes,45

amongst others) occurring at the ocean-atmosphere interface and they modify46

the boundary layer of each fluid (Babanin et al., 2012; Cavaleri et al., 2012;47

Jenkins et al., 2012). They play therefore a key role in the global climate48

system. Previous studies have pointed out the importance of gravity waves49

in upper-ocean mixing and the need for global climate models to represent50

these processes (Belcher et al., 2012; Shuckburgh, 2012; D’Asaro, 2012; Wu51

et al., 2015). While ocean waves have been widely studied (see Babanin52

et al., 2012 for an extensive review), their integration in climate models is53

still limited and the impact of waves remains poorly understood.54

Spectral wind-wave models have been in use for decades. In these models,55

the sea state is spectrally decomposed (directions and frequencies) and the56

wave action balance equation is solved, modelling the wind-growth, the non-57

linear transfer of energy and the dissipation of energy by breaking, shallow58

water effects and bottom friction. The first attempts to model wave-induced59
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processes in global climate models have shown reduction in some biases.60

However, taking into account wave-induced dynamics is extremely challeng-61

ing and the number of studies modelling the ocean - atmosphere responses62

of waves is still limited (Rutgersson et al., 2010; Jenkins et al., 2012; Olabar-63

rieta et al., 2012; Renault et al., 2016; Fan and Griffies, 2014; Breivik et al.,64

2015; Li et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2015; Alari et al., 2016; Carniel et al., 2016;65

Ricchi et al., 2016). Fan and Griffies (2014) have investigated the impacts66

of parametrised upper-ocean wave mixing in a coupled atmosphere-ocean-67

wave global climate model and have demonstrated the sensitivity of mixing68

resulting from the parametrisation; they highlight the need for properly cap-69

turing the vertical mixing and lateral transport to accurately capture the70

upper-ocean dynamic. In a recent study, Breivik et al. (2015) analysed the71

effects of three wave-induced processes (roughness, mixing and Stokes drift-72

Coriolis) on sea surface temperature (SST) climatology and highlighted the73

importance of mixing as the strongest effect. In a semi-enclosed basin, Bene-74

tazzo et al. (2014) and Carniel et al. (2016) showed the significance of waves75

for thermohaline properties and energy content as they play a key role for76

dense water production and spreading.77

Longuet-Higgins and Stewart (1964), Phillips (1977), Smith (2006), amongst78

others have studied wave-current interactions through the depth-integrated79

approach. Recently, different theories on three-dimensional wave-current in-80

teractions have emerged (Mellor, 2008; Ardhuin et al., 2008b; Bennis et al.,81

2011; Mellor, 2011b, 2015) and, led to debates on the consistency of these82

equations (Ardhuin et al., 2008a; Bennis and Ardhuin, 2011; Mellor, 2011a).83

Recent work has integrated these developments within circulation models84
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(Warner et al., 2008; Uchiyama et al., 2010; Bennis et al., 2011; Kumar85

et al., 2012) and mostly applied them to idealized cases or nearshore regions86

(Warner et al., 2010; Sheng and Liu, 2011; Kumar et al., 2012; Michaud87

et al., 2012; Mellor, 2013; Bennis et al., 2014). As around half (2/3) of the88

Caspian Sea exhibits bathymetry level shallower than 50 m (100 m), poten-89

tial wave-current interactions might affect the dynamics during severe wave90

events.91

In the present study, for the first time, we present the wave state for92

the whole Caspian Sea as well as a fully-coupled atmosphere-ocean-wave sys-93

tem for the Caspian Sea and we investigate wave-induced processes at high-94

resolution in a real ocean scale setting. Section 2 describes the data available95

and method used to process them. In section 3, the modelling strategy is pre-96

sented, including each component of the Coupled-Ocean-Atmosphere-Wave-97

Sediment Transport Modelling System (COAWST - Warner et al., 2008) as98

well as the wave-induced processes. A validation of the atmospheric predic-99

tions is given in section 4.1 while section 4.2 presents a validation of the wave100

model and describes the wave state of the Caspian Sea. The ocean dynamics101

of the Caspian Sea is presented in section 4.3 through three experiments at102

both long-term (seasonal) and short-term (daily / weekly) scales. Finally,103

the results are discussed in section 5.104

2. Data and Methods105

The present paper aims to investigate the impact of waves on the dynamic106

of the Caspian Sea based on a fully-coupled atmosphere-wave-ocean model.107

To validate the model, a wide range of data have been used:108
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• three PACE automatic weather stations manufactured by Muir Mathe-109

son (G1-G3 in Figure 1) provide high temporal resolution (5 min) time110

series of wind speed, 2 m air temperature and mean sea level pres-111

sure as well as significant wave heights and zero-crossing wave periods112

(available almost continuously from 2006 to 2010),113

• a RDI WorkHorse Sentinel Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP)114

deployed in G1 provide a complete vertical profile of currents at high115

temporal and spatial resolution (5 min, 2 m bins) as well as sea tem-116

perature at 46 m water depth (Dec. 2007 to Sep. 2008),117

• along-track delayed-time wave heights from AVISO Corrected Sea Sur-118

face Heights (AVISO-CorSSH) product (Figure 1 displays the tracks),119

• 6 h Blended Sea Winds (0.25◦ grid) BSW dataset (Zhang et al., 2006a,b;120

Peng et al., 2013),121

• Daily 9km gridded GHRSST Level 4 MicroWave (MW) infrared (IR)122

optimally-interpolated (OI) Sea Surface Temperature (SST) Analysis123

product produced by Remote Sensing Systems,124

• Daily Global Sea Ice Concentration reprocessing dataset (OSI-409-a;125

EUMETSAT Ocean and Sea Ice Satellite Application Facility, 2015).126

Wind speed data over sea ice may lead to large inconsistancies and has127

been removed in the present study when EUMETSAT sea ice concentration128

was exceeding 15%. The presence of sea ice near the coasts as well as in the129

Southern part of the Caspian Sea has also been removed from the analysis130

as they are not realistic.131
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To characterise the influence of waves on the Caspian Sea, the study132

mainly focuses on thermal properties such as Sea Surface Temperature (SST)133

but also on the Mixed Layer Depth (MLD). The MLD was calculated as the134

depth where the potential density (referenced to the surface) changes by135

0.125 kg.m−3 in agreement with Fan and Griffies (2014) and using the Gibbs136

SeaWater Oceanographic Package of Thermodynamic Equation Of Seawater,137

2010.138

3. Modelling strategy139

The Caspian Sea dynamics and the interactions between waves, ocean140

and atmosphere are modelled with the Coupled-Ocean-Atmosphere-Wave-141

Sediment Transport Modelling System (COAWST - Warner et al., 2008,142

2010). The Regional Ocean Modelling System (ROMS svn 748 - Haidvo-143

gel et al., 2000; Shchepetkin and McWilliams, 2005) coupled to a sea ice144

model acts as the core module of COAWST. In addition, ROMS is coupled145

to the Weather Research and Forecasting atmospheric model (WRF 3.6.1 -146

Skamarock et al., 2008) and the spectral wave model SWAN 40.91A (Booij147

et al., 1999).148

3.1. Set of Experiments149

In order to investigate the impacts of each component of the fully-coupled150

atmosphere-ocean-wave system as well as the potential influence of waves on151

the circulations, three experiments are designed (see Table 1 and Figure 2):152

• a ROMS-only run (named CFSR) forced by the NCEP Climate Fore-153

cast System Reanalysis (CFSR - Saha et al., 2010) through a bulk flux154

formulation,155
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Table 1: Modelling experiments: definition of the coupled components.

Experiment Atmosphere Ocean-Atm. Wave

Feedback Feedback

CFSR CFSR (bulk fluxes) No No Wave

CTRL CFSR forcing WRF Yes No Wave

WAVES CFSR forcing WRF Yes Wave-induced

processes

• a unique two-way coupling of ROMS with WRF (CTRL) considered156

as the reference experiment which therefore does not directly model157

any wave-driven effects but considered high resolution atmosphere and158

feedbacks with ocean,159

• a fully-coupled experiment consisting of interactions between ROMS,160

WRF and SWAN (WAV ES), accounting for a set of wave-induced161

interactions (detailed in the previous section).162

Figure 2 shows a synthetic schema representing the different interactions163

between the models for each experiments; further details on each model, the164

interactions accounting for, and its set-up are given below.165

3.2. WRF - Weather Research and Forecasting atmospheric model166

The Advance Research WRF solves the three-dimensional, nonhydro-167

static, compressible Euler equations using terrain-following hydrostatic-pressure168

vertical coordinates to simulate meso- and micro-scale atmospheric variables169

(Skamarock et al., 2008).170
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A 8 km resolution grid is defined over the Caspian Sea (45-55◦E and171

36-47.5◦N) and nested in a 24 km resolution domain (40-62◦E and 31-52◦N)172

which is initialized and forced by the NCEP Climate Forecast System Re-173

analysis (CFSR - Saha et al., 2010).174

The microphysics scheme is set as the single-moment 3-class scheme175

(Hong et al., 2004) while the Mellor-Yamada-Nakanishi Niino planetary bound-176

ary layer scheme (MYNN - Level 2.5) (Nakanishi and Niino, 2006) is com-177

bined with the Eta similarity surface layer scheme (Janjic, 2002), the unified178

Noah land surface model (Tewari et al., 2004) and the Kain-Fritsch cumulus179

convection scheme (Kain, 2004); the cumulus convection scheme is applied180

to the outer grid only. In addition, Dudhia Shortwave (Dudhia, 1989) and181

RRTM Longwave (Mlawer et al., 1997) schemes were applied. In their study,182

Nicholls and Toumi (2014) presented a slightly different set-up of the WRF183

model for the Caspian Sea. However, we obtained more accurate sea surface184

temperature, sea ice extents and areas during the calibration stage with the185

present settings.186

When coupling with waves, WRF provides the wind speeds for the spec-187

tral wave model and it gets significant wave heights (Hs), peak periods (Tp)188

and peak wavelengths (λp) from the wave model in order to estimate the189

wave-induced wave age-based surface roughness (z0) at the ocean-atmosphere190

interface according to Drennan et al. (2005) where the roughness is bounded191

according to Davis et al. (2008):192

z0 = 3.35 Hs

(

u∗

cpw

)3.4

+ 0.11
ν

u∗
(1)

with u∗ the wind friction velocity, cpw the phase speed at the peak period193
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(computed from λp and Tp); the last term consists of a background roughness194

where ν is the kinematic viscosity. As reference, we use the default WRF195

formulation based on Charnook (1955), similar to COARE 3.0 algorithm196

(Fairall et al., 2003).197

Short- and long-wave radiation fluxes, latent and sensible heat fluxes,198

wind stresses and surface roughness, 2 m temperature (T2m), mean sea level199

pressure (MSLP), relative humidity (RH), rain, snow and evaporation rates200

are fed to ROMS by WRF, while a bulk flux formulation is used for the201

ROMS-only simulation (Figure 2 illustrates schematically the different ex-202

periments). In addition to the official COAWST release which feedbacks sea203

surface temperatures to WRF, sea ice concentrations (SIC) and sea / sea ice204

albedo are also provided by ROMS.205

3.3. SWAN - Spectral wave model206

Wave generation, propagation and transformation are computed with the207

third generation wave model SWAN (Booij et al., 1999) that solves the wave208

action balance equation, modelling the wind-growth, the non-linear transfer209

of energy and the dissipation of energy by breaking, shallow water effects210

and bottom friction.211

Wave characteristics are solved on a 8km spatial grid (equivalent to the212

nested WRF grid) while the spectral grid consists of 36 directions (10◦ res-213

olution) and 25 frequencies (corresponding to periods varying logarithmi-214

cally from 2 to 25 s). SWAN runs in non-stationary mode with a 10 min215

time step and takes into account the generation by winds, the feedback due216

to changes in surface elevation and averaged currents, dissipation processes217

(white-capping, bottom friction) and nonlinear wave-wave interactions (tri-218
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ads and quads). However, due to the coarse resolution for the coastal domain,219

depth-induced breaking is not accounted for. The white-capping is computed220

according to Komen et al. (1984), which is the default SWAN version (no221

sensitivity has been undertaken here).222

3.4. ROMS - Ocean model223

ROMS is a three-dimensional, free-surface, sigma-coordinate ocean model;224

it solves the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations using the hydro-225

static and Boussinesq assumptions Haidvogel et al., 2000; Shchepetkin and226

McWilliams, 2005 and it is coupled to a one layer snow and ice thermody-227

namics model (Mellor and Kantha, 1989) combined with the use of elastic-228

viscous-plastic rheology (Hunke and Dukowicz, 1997). When atmosphere229

and ocean communicate via a two-way coupling, to provide boundary condi-230

tions to the sea ice module (heat fluxes to / from the ice layer), the coupling231

between sea-ice and atmosphere has also been extended according to the ex-232

isting bulk flux formulation. In addition, when waves are taken into account,233

the significant wave height and therefore the wave energy is scaled by the234

sea-ice concentration in order to reduce the impact of waves where and when235

the surface is covered by ice.236

The coupling between the ocean and wave models implies a range of wave-237

current interactions which have been recently implemented within ROMS238

(Warner et al., 2008; Uchiyama et al., 2010; Kumar et al., 2012). In the239

present study, the Vortex Force approach is used. The Lagrangian velocities240

(uL, wL) are represented as the sum of the Eulerian mean velocities (u, w)241

and the Stokes drift (uS, wS) defined as:242
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uS =
cwEw

g

cosh (2kw[z + h])

sinh2 (kwD)
kw and wS = −∇.

∫ z

−h

uS dz (2)

with g is the gravity, ∇ is the del operator, cw and EW are the phase243

velocity and the wave energy, respectively. D represents the wave-averaged244

thickness of the water column while h is the bathymetry level and z the245

vertical component; note that ẑ is the 3D vertical unit vector while the246

other bold-type characters are used for the horizontal components. Defining247

φc as the sum of the dynamic pressure and Bernouilli head and c as any248

tracer concentration, the governing equations are written as follows (extended249

details are available in Uchiyama et al. (2010) and Kumar et al. (2012)):250

∇.uL +
∂wL

∂z
= 0 (3)

∂u

∂t
+∇. (u⊗ u) +

∂ (w u)

∂z
− FBF −D+

∂

∂z

(

u′w′ − (νm + νw)
∂u

∂z

)

− FL

Curvi
+ f. ẑ× uL + u

∂wS

∂z
+ u (∇.us)

=− ẑ× uS (ẑ.∇× u)− wS

∂u

∂z
+ FW −∇.φc

(4)

∂φc

∂z
+

gρ

ρ0
= uS.

∂u

∂z
(5)

∂c

∂t
+∇.

(

uLc
)

+
∂
(

wLc
)

∂z
− Csrc +

∂

∂z

(

c′w′ − (νc + νw)
∂c

∂z

)

= 0 (6)
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with ⊗ the outer product and × the curl operator. ρ and ρ0 represent the251

density and mean density, respectively.252

The two first terms of the right hand side of the momentum equation are253

the Vortex Force terms. FBF and D represent the non-wave non-conservative254

force and the parameterised momentum horizontal mixing term, respectively.255

(u′, w′) are the Reynolds turbulent velocities and the Coriolis parameter256

is given by f . Due to the orthogonal curvilinear grid, corrections of the257

advective terms occur in FL

Curvi
and depend on the Lagrangian velocities258

(see equations 14 and 15 of Kumar et al. (2012)). The FW term represents259

the non-conservative dissipative wave forcing including both whitecapping260

and friction effects (Kumar et al., 2012). Finally, νm, νc and νw are the261

momentum, tracer and wave-induced viscosity / diffusivity, respectively and262

Csrc consists of the tracer source / sink terms.263

The Generic Length Scale k-ω model for transport of kinetic energy (Um-264

lauf and Burchard, 2003; Warner et al., 2005; Carniel et al., 2009) is used to265

compute the viscosity and diffusion terms and includes surface wave break-266

ing effect (Craig and Banner, 1994; Burchard, 2001). Defining k and ω the267

turbulent kinetic energy and the rate of dissipation of energy per unit volume268

and time (Warner et al., 2005), respectively, the two-equation system can be269

written as:270

∂k

∂t
+ u.∇k =

∂

∂z

(

KM

σk

∂k

∂z

)

+ P +B − ǫ

∂ω

∂t
+ u.∇ω +

∂

∂z

(

KM

σω

∂ω

∂z

)

+
ω

k
(cw1P + cw3B − cw2ǫ)

(7)

with KM the eddy viscosity for momentum related to the Reynolds stress271
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tensor u′w′ = −KM
∂u
∂z
. P and B represent the production of turbulence by272

shear and buoyancy, respectively and ǫ is a dissipative term. When wave-273

dissipation is activated, σω the Schmidt number for the eddy diffusivity of274

ω is computed according to Carniel et al. (2009) and varies vertically as a275

function of P/ǫ. The other coefficients (σk, cw∗) are set to their constant276

default value. Following the recent studies of Li et al. (2013) and Wu et al.277

(2015), effects of Langmuir circulations have been integrated as a source of278

shear production:279

P = νc

[

∂u

∂z
.
∂u

∂z
+

∣

∣

∣

∣

∂u

∂z
.
∂uS

∂z

∣

∣

∣

∣

]

(8)

As shown by Wu et al. (2015), non-breaking waves are a significant of280

enhancement for eddy viscosity and heat diffusion (νw) computed according281

with the formulation of Pleskachevsky et al. (2011):282

νw =

(

Hs

2

cosh [kw(z + h)]

sinh(kwD)

)2 ∣

∣

∣

∣

kwπHs

Tp

sinh [kw(z + h)]

sinh(kwD)

∣

∣

∣

∣

(9)

To close the system, the surface boundary conditions of turbulent kinetic283

energy are set as in Kumar et al. (2012); only the dissipation rate induced284

by whitecapping is considered here and breaking effects are neglected. The285

background heat diffusion and eddy viscosity are set to 10−6 and 10−5 m2/s,286

respectively.287

ROMS is run on the same 8 km resolution grid as the wave model with288

32 vertical levels for a period of three years (October 2006 to October 2009);289

the coupling between the different components occurs every 10 simulated290

minutes (no sensitivity experiment has been carried out on the coupling time291
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step). Monthly river discharges (from Global River Discharge Database -292

Vörösmarty et al. 1998) are imposed for the Volga, Ural, Kura, Samur, Sefid-293

Rud, Terek and Atrek rivers at their respective locations and the fresh water294

temperature is calculated according to Mohseni et al. (1998) and bounded295

between 0.2 and 25 ◦C:296

Triver =
25

1 + e0.17(15−Tair)
(10)

Initial ocean conditions come from a 40-year spin-up run at 4 km reso-297

lution forced by ERA-40 reanalysis data (Uppala et al., 2005), initial tem-298

perature and salinity profiles spatially-averaged from the World Ocean Cir-299

culation Experiment dataset and zero velocity fields (Nicholls et al., 2012;300

Nicholls and Toumi, 2014). Empirical treatments in the sea ice model de-301

scribed in Tamura-Wicks et al. (2015) have not finally been applied here due302

to numerical instability when waves are accounted for, and therefore the de-303

fault sea ice model is used. The model captures 98% of the sea ice extent304

but under-estimates (72%) the sea ice area, which is considered as enough305

accurate for the purpose of the present study.306

To briefly summarize the domain settings, all experiments and models307

are run on a 8 km resolution grid. In addition, the 8 km WRF grid is nested308

into a wider and coarser 24 km resolution domain.309

4. Results310

4.1. Atmosphere311

Results from the CTRL experiment are compared to 10 m wind speed312

(W10m), 2 m temperature and mean sea level pressure data collected at three313
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different locations during the period Oct. 2006 to Oct. 2009 where obser-314

vations are almost continuous (see circles in Figure 1). (Normalized) Root315

Mean Square - (N)RMS - errors as well as biases are displayed in Table316

2. WRF shows very good accuracy in reproducing the air temperature and317

MSLP with NRMS errors lower than 4%; the larger differences for gauge G1318

are believed to be associated with a bias in the measurements. While the 10319

m winds are reasonably well represented and the main variability captured,320

larger discrepancies are observed between model and data (14-18%). Partic-321

ularly, the model systematically over-estimates the weak winds (< 2.5 m/s).322

The comparisons when wave processes are activated (WAV ES experiment)323

lead to the same level of accuracy; for some gauges / some characteristics,324

the statistics show some slight improvements of the WAV ES model while325

others show weak deterioration. However these changes are minor (< 1% -326

therefore not shown in the present study).327

Table 2: WRF predictions (for the coupled model without wave processes - CTRL) vs

observations for W10m, T2m and MSLP at three different gauges (circles in Figure 1).

Comparison with blended wind satellite data are also given.

Gauges W10m (m/s) T2m (◦C) MSLP (hPa)

RMS errors Bias RMS errors Bias RMS errors Bias

G1 3.84 (17.7%) 1.69 1.61 (4.5%) 0.19 1.55 (3.45%) 0.24

G2 2.71 (13.2%) 0.06 2.09 (5.3%) -0.52 1.54 (3.4%) 0.13

G3 2.56 (13.0%) 0.65 1.91 (4.9%) -0.48 3.12 (7.1%) -2.75

BSW 1.93 ( 5.0%) 0.06 - (-%) - - (-%) -
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Figure 4a shows both P-P and Q-Q plots between modelled 10 m winds328

and the 0.25◦-gridded blended sea winds data presented in section 2 to de-329

termine the spatial skills of the model. While a certain scatter is observed330

(RMS error of 1.9 m/s i.e. 5%), the model remains almost un-biased (3331

cm/s). While weak winds (< 2 m/s) are over-estimated by WRF, the model332

generally accurately predicts the wind speeds for winds lower than 15 m/s333

but significantly under-estimates the extreme winds (> 25 m/s) present in334

the blended winds. These discrepancies could potentially come from coastal335

areas. Therefore the wind predictions obtained here, the only driver of wave336

formation, are considered sufficiently accurate to force the spectral wave337

model.338

4.2. Wave state339

To assess the capability of our model to represent the wave state of the340

Caspian Sea, comparisons have been made with temporal series of Hs and341

Tm02 at the same three locations used for atmospheric characteristics as well342

as using the along-track wave heights from the AVISO-CorSSH product. The343

statistics are presented in Table 3 and show an accurate representation of the344

wave heights with NRMS errors ranging from 9.5 to 12.2%. The model is345

slightly positively biased at the three gauges (around 20 cm) which is directly346

linked to the biased modelled wind speeds at these locations (see Table 2).347

In addition, the model accurately predicts the variability of the waves (Fig.348

5a), capturing intense events as well as weak wave periods. Using the global349

spatial coverage (lower temporal resolution), the model shows globally low350

errors (46 cm - 8.1%) and unbiased predictions of the wave heights (5 cm).351

The scatter between model results and AVISO data is displayed in Figure352
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4b. Good agreement are obtained except for extreme values where the model353

leads to marginally higher (10 %) wave heights than observed for waves larger354

than 4 m.355

It is interesting to note the narrower shape of the scatter plot compared356

to the much wider scatter of the wind speeds (Figure 4a); also while severe357

wind speeds are under-estimated compared to blended sea winds, the wave358

heights do not show a similar pattern for extreme events; in addition, stronger359

sea winds would have generated and propagated larger waves. The estimated360

zero-crossing wave period shows a systematic negative bias of around 1 s with361

the data at the three locations, with a corresponding NRMSE of 14-20% (Fig.362

5b).363

Table 3: SWAN predictions (experimentWAV ES) vs observations for the significant wave

heights (Hs) and the zero-crossing wave period (Tm02) at three different gauges (circles

in Figure 1) and for AVISO-CorSSH data.

Gauges / Hs (m) Tm02 (s)

Satellite RMS error Bias RMS error Bias

G1 0.43 (10.8%) 0.22 0.90 (18.0%) -0.68

G2 0.48 ( 7.3%) 0.21 1.04 (13.5%) -0.76

G3 0.44 ( 8.6%) 0.13 0.83 (12.7%) -0.50

CorSSH 0.46 ( 8.1%) 0.05 - (-%) -

The three different regions of the Caspian Sea exhibit contrasting multi-364

regime wave states (see. Figures 6-8). Weak energy waves are present in365

the shallow basin located in the North with mean (maximum) wave heights366
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lower than 50 cm (1.25 m) except on the edge of the shelf (1 m bathymetry367

isocontour line) where the wave energy is dissipated on the coarse mesh (8368

km). The largest waves are observed in the CCS where mean and maximum369

significant wave heights reach 1.25 and 7.5 m, respectively (Fig. 7). The370

Southern region exhibits more moderate wave heights when reaching the371

southern coast. During the summer, the largest waves (1 m on average)372

occur in the Northern part of the SCS and not in the CCS as it is modelled373

for the three other seasons (Fig. 8); the CCS exhibit average waves of 50-374

75cm. The results suggest a less variable wave state in the SCS than in the375

Northern regions.376

The mean wave directions as well as the averaged directions for strong377

wave events (i.e. when Hs exceeds the 85
th percentile at each grid point) are378

presented in Figures 7c-d (for the three-year simulated period). In the NCS,379

the waves propagate mostly in the East-West direction. The SCS is mainly380

dominated by waves generated in the central area and coming from the N-381

NW (Fig. 6), and exhibits northerly waves refracting when approaching the382

Southern coasts. The CCS shows southerly waves in the North-East and a383

bi-modal regime NW-SE in the Western part (symbolised by the double arrow384

in Fig. 7d - the average being a nautical 45◦ direction). This behaviour is385

clearly shown in Figure 6 with waves traveling from NW and SE in the winter386

and weaker waves coming from NW and E/SE during the summer. The mean387

extreme wave analysis highlights an average cyclonic wave direction in the388

CCS with a stationary central location similar to an amphidromic point;389

this point shifting North with increasing wave heights. It is important to390

note that severe events observed in the CCS mainly propagate from NW391
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or SE. This demonstrates that the NCS is reasonably wave-protected due392

to the wind blowing in a similar direction. Finally, except for the NCS393

where low wave periods are modelled, the mean, 85th-Hs percentile mean394

and maximum wave periods are fairly constant with values of around 4.3, 5.8395

and 11 s, respectively (not shown).396

A last feature of the Caspian Sea wave state is the weak presence of397

persistent swell. Indeed the Caspian Sea is a fetch-limited environment and398

the largest amount of wave energy is produced by local winds (in agreement399

with the very high correlation coefficient between the winds and the wave400

heights - cf. Figure 9). The lower correlation obtained in the Southern region401

suggests the presence of some swell. Figure 5c shows the ratio between402

significant wave height and swell height at location G1; it highlights the403

presence of swell only for severe events with a significant duration (few days).404

4.3. The Caspian Sea dynamics405

4.3.1. Ocean currents406

Figure 10b shows the annual near-surface dynamics of the Caspian Sea407

for the CTRL experiment (from the three-year period). Results highlight408

the presence of a cyclonic circulation in the CCS while the SCS exhibits a409

cyclonic and anti-cyclonic pair of gyres located (51.6E, 37.6N) and (50.7E,410

39.6N), respectively. In the CCS, the nearshore currents along the western411

and eastern coasts reach 20-25 cm/s. Coastal currents in the SCS are slightly412

weaker with an annual mean of 15 cm/s. This experiment also highlights the413

presence of a strong narrow jet at the eastern edge of the SCS deep basin414

with annual mean velocities reaching 20-25 cm/s. Finally, there is an anti-415

cyclonic circulation in the eastern NCS.416
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Figures 10a and 10c provide the anomalies with the CTRL run for the417

CFSR and WAV ES experiments, respectively. The CFSR run shows sim-418

ilar circulations but with reasonably different intensities; the nearshore cur-419

rents are notably weaker (20-30%) while significantly larger currents are mod-420

elled in the rest of the domain (50-80%). The jet is weaker and therefore421

does not extend in the north-west direction across the SCS. These changes422

are induced by the higher-resolution winds and atmospheric parameters pro-423

vided by WRF in the coupled versions. Differences between the CTRL and424

WAV ES experiments (Fig. 10c) are negligible (few cm/s) for both the CCS425

and the SCS as mean waves are too weak to generate currents over such time426

period (see section 4.2). These weaker currents are due to an increase of the427

horizontal eddy viscosity as a result of waves in the upper-ocean layer. The428

main differences occur in the NCS where waves break and release their en-429

ergy along the 1m depth contour. Very strong currents can be modelled (a430

few m/s). The anti-cyclonic circulation is no longer present and currents431

are directed eastwards in the deepest part and exit along the northern and432

southern coasts.433

Figure 11 shows the wave heights and the vertical profiles of current434

intensities at location G1 for each of the experiments as well as the ADCP435

measurements. The model forced by CFSR atmospheric data generally leads436

to weaker currents compared to the observations and the other model runs; it437

is particularly clear in the greater depths. CTRL and WAV ES experiments438

are more in agreement with the observations, however surface currents in the439

summer are stronger than the observations. The strong currents for the full440

water column observed in January are reasonably well captured as well as441
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some peaks during the summer. During the spring, modelled currents are442

weaker and only the WAV ES experiment leads to the strongest currents,443

closer to observed current intensities. Finally, the model (all experiments) is444

able to represent the 5-8 days oscillations present in the observations.445

4.3.2. Sea Surface Temperature (SST)446

Sea surface temperature has a direct feedback on the atmosphere, and447

is therefore a key parameter to investigate. Figure 12 shows the daily SST448

averaged for both the CCS and SCS regions defining the Caspian Sea. All449

model experiments accurately capture the seasonal variability as well as the450

weekly to monthly variability (4-6% normalised errors - see Table 4.3.2). SST451

varies by 20-25◦C between winter and summer with an intense and rapid452

warming in April-May and a smoother cooling from September to January.453

The modelled variability is smoother than the satellite observations suggests454

with a warmer winter average SST (1.5 ◦C warmer) and a cooler SST dur-455

ing summer (2 ◦C warmer). While the winter SSTs are similar between the456

different experiments, the summer SSTs are cooler when wave-induced pro-457

cesses are present. The statistics show that the CTRL run (ROMS coupled458

with WRF) leads to the best SST RMS errors but including wave-induced459

processes (WAV ES) reduces the bias. The CFSR run is the most biased of460

the experiments. This is clearly highlighted in Figure 13a-c. The temporal461

evolutions of the RMS errors and biases (not shown here) highlight larger462

errors during winters and positive (negative) bias during winters (summers).463

The WAV ES experiment exhibits larger RMS errors but lower bias.464
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Table 4: CFSR, CTRL and WAV ES experiments vs observations of the monthly basin-

averaged SST.

Gauges / CFSR SST (◦C) CTRL SST (◦C) WAV ES SST (◦C)

Satellite RMS error Bias RMS error Bias RMS error Bias

Central 1.20 (5.2%) 0.51 0.92 (4.0%) 0.30 1.18 (5.1%) 0.11

Southern 1.23 (5.8%) 0.23 1.08 (5.1%) 0.17 1.38 (6.5%) -0.03

4.3.3. Mixed Layer Depth465

The basin-averaged MLDs are also shown in Figure 12 and exhibit a466

clear seasonality with an extremely shallow MLD (< 10-15 m) during summer467

periods and deeper (60-150 m) MLD during winter. The MLD deepens slowly468

over a period of 6 months (from August to February) to then rapidly weakens469

in March-April. The largest MLD appears in the central basin. While no470

major differences in basin-averaged SST are observed between the CFSR471

and the CTRL experiments, the winter MLD significantly changes between472

the two runs. In the CCS, the MLD is around 20% shallower in CFSR473

run while the opposite occurs in the SCS (10-20% deeper). The inclusion474

of wave-induced processes slightly enhances this behaviour during the winter475

but mainly doubles the shallow summer MLD. In addition, the inter-annual476

variability of the MLD is of the same order of magnitude as the differences477

between the experiments.478

Figure 14 details the averaged winter and summer MLD for the CTRL479

and the anomalies for the CFSR and WAV ES experiments. In winter, the480
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CFSR run exhibits a deeper MLD near the eastern edge of the SCS due481

to the stronger cyclonic gyre while the opposite occurs in the SCS due to482

the anti-cyclonic circulation. Deeper MLDs occur in the SCS in presence of483

waves. During the summer, as previously noted, the MLD becomes extremely484

shallow and the largest MLDs are localized in coastal regions (Fig. 14e).485

While the CFSR experiment leads to shallower MLD near the coast and486

deeper MLD in the basins (Fig. 14d), the WAV ES experiment shows a487

general deepening of the MLD, the maximum anomalies occurring in the488

SCS (Fig. 14f). Finally, no clear correlation appears between MLD and489

winds / wave heights (not shown here).490

4.3.4. Temperature by 46m at gauge G1491

The previous sections have highlighted significant differences in the ocean492

conditions (surface currents and MLD but not in SST) between the differ-493

ent experiments. While the CFSR experiment departs from the two other494

model runs, it is difficult to judge which experiment is best as the computed495

statistics lead to similar performance. Waves also influence the dynamics496

over shorter time scales, particularly during the summer periods, when the497

mixed layer is thin (< 10 − 15 m) and the waters are strongly stratified.498

Significant wave heights and 46m observed and modelled temperatures for a499

3-month period are given in Figure 15. While peak wave heights are slightly500

over-estimated by the wave model, the wave model successfully captures the501

variability and the severe wave events. The temperature measurements show502

a very high short-term variability of the temperature during the summer 2008503

with an extreme 12◦C jump occurring at location G1 in 5 days.504

Each model experiment fails to capture the observed high variability.505
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However, the WAV ES experiment including wave-induced processes per-506

forms better than the CFSR and CTRL, representing cooler temperatures507

at this location. The bias is around 2-3 ◦C when it reaches 4-5◦C for the508

CTRL and 7-8◦C for the CFSR. In addition, the trends are similar to the509

ones measured with a decrease in the temperatures from early June to 20th510

June, a short increase for the following two weeks, a stabilisation, then an511

increase to the 7th August and finally a decrease at the end of the last wave512

event. However, while the main temperature changes seem to be linked to513

strong wave events (around 14th July or 3rd August for example), the corre-514

lation is not clear and other periods with severe wave events do not lead to515

a variability of the temperature.516

5. Discussion517

A fully-coupled atmosphere-wave-ocean model is set-up and validated for518

the Caspian Sea. Data in the Caspian Sea is limited and this study uses519

a large set of observations compared to previous works. The wave state is520

studied and described in section 4.2 and the results highlight different wave521

regimes between the three basins of the Caspian Sea, the most severe waves522

(reaching 7.5 m during the three years simulated) occurring in the CCS523

during winter and coming from the NW. These results are in agreement with524

previous work by Golshani et al. (2007) and Zounemat-Kermani and Kisi525

(2015) where they estimated a 100-year wave height larger than 9m in the526

CCS. These studies also highlighted a 100-year wave height of 3-4 m in the527

NCS; during 2006-2009 period, the maximum wave heights predicted in the528

NCS never exceed 1.2 m. In addition the present results do not highlight an529
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increase of the wave heights in the South of the SCS as shown in Figure 11530

of Zounemat-Kermani and Kisi (2015). Generally the maximum wave height531

map presented here agrees with the spatial patterns of their study. Severe532

waves, on average, show a cyclonic propagation in the CCS, with either a533

NW-SE direction of propagation or a SE-NW direction (highlighted by the534

amphidromic point in Figure 7d). Correlation between wave heights and wind535

intensities are high for the Caspian Sea emphasizing the strong importance536

of local winds; swell is weak in the Caspian Sea and mainly occurs in the537

SCS for long-duration energetic wave events. This has two main impacts for538

the present study: 1) the assumptions made when computing wave-induced539

components based on wave-linear theory are good (as wave energy spectrum540

mostly includes a single peak), 2) traditional mixing parametrisations based541

on winds are probably reasonably accurate for the Caspian Sea.542

In the second part of the paper (sections 4.3), comparisons between three543

different experiments are conducted: ocean only, ocean two-way coupled with544

atmosphere and finally, fully-coupled with wave-induced processes; the re-545

sults obtained are mixed with a significant improvement of different metrics546

when the ocean model ROMS is coupled to the atmospheric model WRF.547

However, the effect of wave-induced processes is not clear for the Caspian548

Sea:549

• the coupled CTRL experiment (ROMS coupled to WRF) shows a re-550

duction of the SST biases compared to the CFSR run (ROMS forced551

by CFSR data). When waves are present, the summer SST decreases552

and lead to a slight deterioration of the model skills compared to CFSR553

and CTRL but the statistics over the period simulated show a diminu-554
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tion of the biases in the WAV ES experiment,555

• the CTRL experiment shows an improvement current profiles with556

stronger velocity in deeper regions in agreement with the observations557

compared to the CFSR experiment. Near surface annual currents are558

shown to be stronger in coastal areas and weaker in deeper water in559

the CTRL compared to the CFSR. Wave-induced processes do not560

change the circulations,561

• deeper MLD is modelled in the CTRL run compared to the CFSR562

one in the CCS while the opposite occurs in the SCS. MLDs are563

enhanced in presence of waves (WAV ES run) which is particularly564

significant during the summer. No observations were available to prove565

a potential improvement,566

• in presence of waves, the model skills improve during the summer 2008567

when the MLD is shallow. However, each model experiments pave to568

reproduce the strong variability measured.569

The significant improvements obtained when the two-way coupling be-570

tween WRF and ROMS is activated (CTRL) are in agreement with recent571

studies (Carniel et al., 2016; Licer et al., 2016; Ricchi et al., 2016) for a572

semi-enclosed basin. Particularly, while Ricchi et al. (2016) have shown the573

necessity of using realistic and dynamic SST fields, sensible heat fluxes are574

better modelled in a two-way approach (Licer et al., 2016) and Carniel et al.575

(2016) state that coupling ocean and atmosphere may modify water masses576

in larger regions.577
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The circulations modelled in Figure 10b are in agreement with the gen-578

eral knowledge of the dynamics of the Caspian Sea (Lednev, 1943; Trukhchev579

et al., 1995; Ibrayev et al., 2010) characterized with two cyclonic gyres in the580

CCS and SCS. In addition, an anti-cyclonic gyre is present in the North-581

ern part of the SCS and agrees with the work of Gunduz (2014); Gunduz582

and Őzsoy (2014). However no anti-cyclonic gyre is present in the CCS in583

the present study as described in Gunduz and Őzsoy (2014). Different the-584

ories to integrate three-dimensional wave-current interaction have been de-585

veloped and are still debated (Mellor (2003, 2008); Ardhuin et al. (2008b,a);586

Uchiyama et al. (2010); Bennis and Ardhuin (2011); Mellor (2011b,a); Kumar587

et al. (2012)) but this should not have an impact on the present study (annual588

average currents) considering the gentle annual wave climate of the Caspian589

Sea, the 8 km resolution and the presence of deep canyons. This is con-590

firmed by weak differences of annual surface currents between the CTRL and591

WAV ES experiments. However, Figure 11 reveals the presence of stronger592

or weaker surface currents in presence of waves on an event time scale (week).593

Benetazzo et al. (2013) have shown a significant impact of the wave-current594

interaction during a Bora event in the North Adriatic Sea. Finally, strong595

currents are also modelled at the edges and on the shelf of the very shallow596

NCS.597

Another set of experiments (not presented here) was carried out to isolate598

different wave-induced processes in the WAV ES experiment, including only:599

1) the Coriolis-Stokes drift interactions, 2) the injection of turbulence due600

to white-capping and 3) including the Coriolis-Stokes drift interactions as601

well as the enhancement of TKE due to LC-generated shear production and602
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enhancement of the eddy viscosity and heat diffusion due to waves. While603

the Coriolis-Stokes drift interactions leads to almost no changes, the second604

experiment shows a reduction of the SST bias (no significant changes of the605

MLD); this corroborates the recent results of Wu et al. (2015) highlighting606

that Coriolis-Stokes drift interactions are not the dominant wave-induced607

processes for the mixing. From our results, the injection of turbulence at the608

boundary layer due to whitecapping does not play a key role in the case of the609

Caspian Sea. Similarly the enhancement of shear production and viscosity610

due to non-breaking waves is weak which disagrees with recent work (Fan611

and Griffies, 2014; Wu et al., 2015). This is potentially due to the strong612

correlation between the winds and the wave heights (Fig. 9) but mainly613

to the gentle annual wave climate. Figure 16 shows the wave-induced heat614

diffusion for the summer, winter and all year as well as the maximum depth615

at which the heat diffusion is higher than the background mixing. While616

the winter heat diffusion is 5-10 times larger than the summer one, it only617

affects the upper 30 m of the water column which is insignificant when the618

MLD ranges from 100 to 150 m. During the summer however, the mixing is619

enhanced over a greater depth than the MLD and leads to the MLD obtained620

in the WAV ES experiments. As the CTRL run already fails to capture the621

warm summer SST, enhancing the wave mixing increases the summer SST622

biases. Contrarily, simulated SST in Wu et al. (2015) over-estimated the623

measured SST by 2-3◦C.624

While minor changes in SST appear in our experiments at basin scale625

average, the spatial bias over the 3 year simulated period is reduced in pres-626

ence of waves and agrees with the recent work of Breivik et al. (2015). The627
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MLD significantly differs during both simulated winters (20-25%) and sum-628

mers (50-80%). The results obtained highlight an inter-annual variability629

of around 20% (Fig. 12) as well as a strong spatial variability (Fig. 14).630

Unfortunately no observations are available to assess these major changes.631

The World Ocean Atlas only provides a climatology for a few points within632

the Caspian Sea (30 excluding the shallow NCS) and the computed MLD633

at a single location can jump by 160 m between two consecutive months634

and therefore, comparisons were not reliable. The largest MLD appears in635

the CCS are in agreement with the previous work of Gunduz and Őzsoy636

(2014). However, the MLD predicted in the SCS are significantly deeper in637

the present study (60-80 m compared to the 20 m of their study).638

6. Conclusion639

To conclude, the wave state of the Caspian Sea is presented in this study640

and the performance of a fully-coupled atmosphere-ocean-wave system is in-641

vestigated. It is shown that each basin of the Caspian Sea exhibits very dif-642

ferent wave regimes with the highest waves occurring in the Central Caspian643

Sea during the winter and in the northern part of the Southern Caspian Sea644

during the summer. During severe wave events, waves tend to travel on aver-645

age in a cyclonic way throughout the Central Caspian Sea (propagating from646

NW-SE or SE-NW directions). The study also highlights the improvement647

of the ocean dynamics when coupled to an atmospheric model. Significant648

changes to the MLD are then observed but no observations were available to649

confirm this result. Finally, it is not established whether the wave-induced650

processes necessarily lead to a global improvement of the Caspian Sea clima-651
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tology which is well understood because of satellite data. Some improvements652

have been validated locally in presence of waves but it is believed that from653

a climatology perspective, waves only have a weak impact on the Caspian654

Sea dynamics. However, they might play an important role during summer655

events, when MLDs are shallow and the wave energy can penetrate deeper656

water masses.657
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Figure 1: Bathymetry of the Caspian Sea interpolated on the model mesh and superim-

posed with AVISO tracks (grey doted line). The locations of the three weather stations

(G1−3) as well as the current profiler and temperature measurements (G1) are given in

circles. The Lat / Lon of the three locations are 39.89N / 50.45E, 40.17N / 51.17E and

40.02N / 51.45E, respectively. The river locations are also provided.45



Figure 2: Modelling strategy: components of the coupled atmosphere-wave-ocean mod-

elling system with their interactions for each of the three experiments.

Figure 3: Comparisons of atmospheric characteristics at locationG1 for the period October

2007 to October 2008; a) W10m, b) T2m and c) MSLP. Observations are given in black

while CTRL model predictions are represented in green.
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Figure 4: Q-Q plots (blue) superimposed on P-P plots (grey) of a) W10m and b) Hs.

Gridded and along-track data have been respectively used over the simulated 3-year period.
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Figure 5: a-b) Evolution of the significant wave height and zero-crossing period from

Oct. 2007 to Oct. 2008 at location G1. c) Ratio (%) between swell and significant wave

heights superimposed on the significant wave heights. Observations are given in black

while WAV ES model predictions are represented in blue.
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Figure 6: Seasonal variability of the wave distribution for the CCS and SCS generated

from 3 h model output over the 3-year simulated period for the regions defined in Figure

7. Stronger wave climate occurs in winter; the CCS exhibits a multi-regime climate while

waves travelling through the SCS originate mainly in the North.
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Figure 7: Spatial variability of the mean and maximum wave heights as well as mean

and severe event averaged directions over the simulated 3-year period. Figure 7d displays

the averaged direction when wave heights exceed the 85th percentile at each location. The

rectangles in 7a) delimit regions where wave characteristics are used to produce the Figure

6’s wave distributions. Bathymetry contours are in black and directions contours in white.

While the NCS exhibits a very gentle wave climate, the most severe waves occur in the

CCS with maximum wave heights reaching 7.5 m. On average, severe events follow a

cyclonic patterns in the CCS while the SCS exhibits wave traveling to the South.
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Figure 8: Spatial distribution of the wave height seasonal variability generated from 3 h

model output over the 3-year simulated period. A strong variability is present between

the four seasons and the location of the maximum wave heights shifts to the SCS regions

during the summer.
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Figure 9: Pearson correlations between W10m and Hs over the 3-year simulated period.

Wind intensity and wave heights show highly correlated patterns. The correlation coeffi-

cient diminishes in the Southern regions.
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Figure 10: 2.5-year (6 first months considered as spin-up period are not used) near-

surface (top 3 layers) annual mean currents and anomalies: a) anomalies between CTRL

and CFSR experiments, b) current intensity and streamfunction for the CTRL and

bathymetry contours and c) anomalies between CTRL andWAV ES experiments. Dashed

(plain) contours represent negative (positive) anomalies. While the coupling with WRF

leads to significant changes of the dynamics, the WAV ES experiment does not modify

the circulations except for the shallow NCS region.
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Figure 11: a) Observed and modelled significant wave heights at location G1 from Jan-

uary 2008 to September 2008. b-e) Time series of 2-days average current vertical profiles

from observations, CFSR, CTRL and WAV ES runs, respectively. Note that the mea-

surements were carried out by 92 m water depth while the 8km model bathymetry is

set to 180m at location G1. Stronger deep water currents are modelled in the coupled

experiments which is in agreement with the observations.
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Figure 12: Daily Sea Surface Temperature (SST - plain lines) superimposed with the

monthly-mean Mixed Layer Depth (MLD - dashed lines) averaged over each region of the

Caspian Sea: a) NCS, b) CCS and c) SCS. The basin-averaged SST seasonal variability

is fully captured in each experiment.
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Figure 13: 2.5-year (6 first months not used) averaged SST bias between model experiments

and satellite observations. Dashed (plain) contours represent negative (positive) anoma-

lies. The biases are reduced from CFSR to CTRL and then from CTRL to WAV ES.
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Figure 14: 3-year averaged winter (top) and summer (bottom) MLD for the CFSR (left),

CTRL (middle) and WAV ES (right) experiments. Dashed (plain) contours represent

negative (positive) anomalies. Contrasting behaviours are shown between CFSR and

CTRL. While waves have a small effect during the winter (increase in CCS), a global

deepening of the MLD occurs during the summer when waves are present.
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Figure 15: Time evolution at location G1 over a three-month period (summer 2008) of

observed and modelled a) significant wave heights and b) temperature by 46m water depth.

The model accurately predicts the significant wave height variability. In the WAV ES run,

the temperature bias is significantly reduced.
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Figure 16: a-c) average wave-induced heat diffusion for summer, annual and winter, re-

spectively. d-f) Depth at which the heat diffusion becomes smaller than the background

heat diffusion (10−6m2/s). Bathymetry contours are superimposed in black. While sig-

nificant differences are present between summer and winter, only the upper 30 m of the

ocean might experience an enhancement of the diffusion due to waves.
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